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ABSTRACT 
A microfluidic device was created and used to demonstrate that supported lipid bilayers can be deposited on clean glass slides and 
removed using high velocity buffer flow (1-4 m/s linear velocity). This was accomplished by forcing the flow through a 
microfluidic channel covering an annealed glass coverslip bearing a supported lipid bilayer (SLB). The removal of bilayer material 
was monitored via fluorescence microscopy, and two basic regimes were observed: at 1-2 m/s smaller areas were stripped, while 
at 3-4 m/s larger areas were stripped. SLB removal was verified by two means. First, lipid vesicles labeled with a different 
fluorescent dye were added to the device and filled in holes left by the removal of the original SLB, allowing stripping to be 
verified visually. Second, the solutions obtained from stripping were concentrated and the fluorescence in the concentrates was 
measured. The ability to strip SLB from glass provides a relatively gentle method of creating spatially inhomogeneous SLB, which 
could be a useful tool in the continued investigation of membrane properties and components. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A supported lipid bilayer (SLB) consists of two leaflets of amphiphilic molecules, typically phospholipids, supported by a clean, 
flat substrate, often glass.1,2 SLBs retain many of the properties of biological lipid membranes such as those found in cells.3 
Molecules in a SLB retain their lateral fluidity, and the amphiphilic nature of SLBs causes molecules to assume configurations 
similar to those assumed in native cell membranes, thus they are of interest as native membrane mimics.4-7 Most SLBs are 
composed primarily of phospholipids, which have a hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic tail, but other, similarly structured lipids 
can also be used, and molecules like cholesterol can be added to modify the properties of the bilayer.8-11  
 
SLBs can be patterned on their substrates using a variety of methods. For example, barriers can be placed photolithographically or 
by other means to control SLB formation.12-16 Alternatively, patterns can be created after a bilayer is formed, for example by 
scratching to create a barrier, applying an electric field to induce movement of charged lipids or proteins, using DNA  or 
microbeads.17-23 Patterns in SLBs can also be created using polymer stencils, applied either before a bilayer is deposited or used 
after the bilayer has been deposited to lift off a section of bilayer.24,25 Such patterns can be used to facilitate the purification of 
membrane components. 
 
One of the principal uses for SLBs is as model cell membranes, particularly in the study of membrane proteins. Membrane 
proteins are integral to many cell functions including signaling, metabolism, and cell structure.26 Despite their importance, 
membrane proteins are challenging to work with due to their amphiphilic nature - most membrane proteins are only stable and 
active in a lipid bilayer.27-29 Despite these challenges, there are numerous examples of work that has been done with membrane 
proteins and peptides, including spectroscopy,30 crystal structure,31 and membrane organization.32 Several membrane protein 
methods have been developed that use supported lipid bilayers.32-36  
 
Among SLB techniques that show great promise with membrane proteins are those that involve separations. Several separation 
methods have been developed that rely on lipid and protein motion in electric fields, including line electrophoresis and 
electrophoretic-electroosmotic flow.37-40 In other separation methods bulk flow,41-42 lipid curvature,43 Brownian motion,44 or 
surface acoustic waves45 are used to sort membrane components. To allow work with membrane proteins, these techniques can 
be combined with molecular cushions, which minimize protein denaturation on the support surface.33, 34, 46-52  
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While these techniques show great promise, particularly in combination, they have limitations with certain proteins, particularly 
proteins that transport large molecules, as the space on the supported side of the bilayer is insufficient to allow for the transport 
of a large molecule. We introduce a method of removing SLB components in an effort to create vesicles of materials after, for 
example, they have been purified by SLB-based techniques. Other methods have been developed to remove SLB components, 
but they typically use detergents and thus would remove any proteins from the membrane environment.53 Another method 
growing in popularity uses a mixture of styrene and maleic acid, which is less denaturing for proteins.54,55 Our method involves 
high-speed buffer flow, as will be discussed below. 
 
MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES 
Lipid vesicle preparation 
Lipid vesicles were prepared using a modified version of the freeze-thaw extrusion method.56-57 Dried lipids were dissolved in 
chloroform and mixed in appropriate volumes to produce the desired lipid compositions (1% fluorophore labeled lipid in 1-
palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, Alabama). The fluorophores used were 
fluorescein-labeled 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (Fl-DOPE, Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, Alabama) and 
Texas Red-labeled 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (TR-DHPE, Biotium, Inc., Fremont, California). The 
chloroform was evaporated in a stream of air and then in a vacuum at 3 torr for at least 4 hours. The dried lipids were hydrated 
with a tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris, Fisher Scientific) buffer solution (0.1 M NaCl, 0.02 M Tris, pH 7.4) while being 
continuously but gently swirled. The vesicles were then extruded using a mini-extruder (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, Alabama) 
with a 100 nm pore track-etched membrane (Whatman, Maidstone, United Kingdom). The solution was forced through the filter 
ten times in each direction, for twenty total passes, and then stored at 4 °C until use. 
 
Glass Cleaning 
Glass coverslips (24 x 50 mm, Fischer) were cleaned by boiling in 7x detergent solution (MP Biomedical) at around 1:10 dilution 
with water for an hour, followed by rinsing with deionized water (18 M ) for several minutes. The slides were annealed at 530° C 
for several hours and then stored in a clean slide box until use.58-59 
 
Device Fabrication 
Microfluidic devices were fabricated individually in a multi-step process. A box was first constructed out of glass using superglue 
to bond pieces together. The bottom glass piece had two 8 x 8 mm 150 μm thick glass pieces glued near its center, about 10 mm 
apart. These were the “landing pads.” A second piece of glass, about 4 mm wide and 12 mm long, was placed between these two 
glass pieces (but not glued to them), held off the base by the landing pads. Enough polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Silgard 184, 
Dow Corning) to just cover the landing pads was then poured into the box, and the device was baked at 110 °C for 10 min. Metal 
wire was used to create a junction between the micro-scale portion of the device and the supply tubes – the wire was carefully 
placed such that it ended over the landing pads and extended to the outer edge of the box. Another ~2 mm layer of PDMS was 
then added to the device and hardened at 110 °C for 10 min. Pieces of 1 mm thick glass slides were then added to the device as 
internal stiffeners, and an additional ~3 mm layer of PDMS was added. Another two layers of stiffening glass in ~2 mm each of 
PDMS (four mm total) were baked in the device, and a final layer of PDMS was poured over the device until the device height 
was around 1.5 cm, at which point the device was baked overnight. The glass box was then removed, which also removed the 
landing pads. Two exacto knife blades were taped together and used to cut a straight channel connecting the two landing pads, as 
shown in Figure 1. 
 
Stripping Procedure 
A clean glass coverslip was clamped to the device with a 1 mm thick glass slide behind it for additional strength, and the device 
was soaked in DI water in a vacuum jar at 10 torr for at least 30 minutes to remove air from the device. The device was then 
loaded with 5 mM Tris (no NaCl, pH 7.5) buffer solution, following which it was loaded with 60 microliters of 1% TR-DHPE or 
1% Fl-DOPE lipid vesicles (in POPC and Tris). Following loading, the device was allowed to sit for at least 30 minutes to allow 
for the formation of a supported lipid bilayer (SLB). The device was then rinsed with 5 mM Tris buffer solution at a rate of 0.2 
m/s, for at least 10 minutes, in order to remove excess vesicles from the device. The flow rate was then increased to between 1.1 
and 4.2 m/s to strip material from the SLB. Stripping in the channel was monitored via fluorescence microscopy. 
 
Backfilling Procedure 
Following a successful stripping attempt, the device was loaded with 60 microliters of the fluorescent lipid not used initially (TR-
DHPE or Fl-DOPE) in POPC and allowed to sit for at least five minutes for backfilling to occur. The device was then rinsed 
with 5 mM Tris buffer at 0.5 mL/min to remove excess vesicles from the device, and backfilling was evaluated using fluorescence 
microscopy. 
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Figure 1. Device illustration. Panel A shows a labeled cutaway side view of the device. The bilayer is localized to the landing pads and the channel (attached to the 
removable glass coverslip). The access ports carry solution to and from the bilayer. There is a piece of glass coverslip at the bottom of the channel, and four 1 mm 
thick pieces of glass slides inside the device (only two are shown, the other two are between the two shown and are on either side of the access ports). B shows the 
entire device without a coverslip, and C and D show cutaway perspective views of the device with a coverslip. 
 
RESULTS 
The SLBs initially appeared smooth after rinsing as expected (Figure 2, 0 min). In Figure 2, the bright area is the fluorescently 
labeled lipid bilayer (labeled with 1% TR-DHPE in POPC). The areas that are initially dark are those areas of glass bonded to the 
PDMS device and that thus bear no lipids. After solution was flowed over the bilayer at a high speed, dark defects started to 
occur, often in a linear pattern (Figure 2, 5 min). These defects would commonly grow with time. To verify that the defects were 
not due to an elastic lateral compression of the lipids, the defects were observed both while buffer was flowing and then with no 
flow, and no change was observed. The defects (darker areas appearing in the light areas) are at least in part due to lipids being  
 

Figure 2. Stripping a SLB from a glass surface as seen by fluorescence microscopy. As can be seen, an initially smooth bilayer is removed from much of the 
central channel area over the course of 40 minutes at a flow rate of around 1.1 m/s. 
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stripped from the solid support and returned to the aqueous phase (referred to hereafter as eluent, in analogy to chromatography), 
presumably as micelles or vesicles.  
 
As the stripped area was observed to increase with time and the rate of stripping was observed to depend on the flow rate, the 
efficiency of various flow rates could be compared, as shown in Figure 3. As might be expected, while SLB stripping occurred at 
both slower and faster flow rates, the efficiency of the stripping differed. At low flow rates (1-2 m/s linear flow rate, or 3-4 
mL/min volumetric flow rate), the stripping happened more slowly (taking on average 40 minutes to strip the maximum area that 
could be stripped – additional time did not result in further bilayer stripping) but the efficiency in terms of volume of eluent used 
and thus bilayer material concentration in the eluent was maximized. On the other hand, at high flow rates (~4 m/s linear flow 
rate or 10 mL/min volumetric flow rate) the stripping was faster, although it used somewhat more eluent. Most of the initial runs 
were performed at low flow rates, while later runs were typically at higher flow rates. It should also be noted that higher flow rates 
subjected the device to significant stress and that device failure was more common at higher flow rates. We also tested solutions 
of different ionic strengths: from 1 M NaCl/0.01 M Tris to deionized water, and did not observe any appreciable effects on 
stripping time, area, or efficiency.  
 

Figure 3. Stripping efficiency as a function of flow rate. Stripping efficiency is illustrated as the average area stripped per volume of solution (in μm2/mL) and 
average area stripped per time (in μm2/min), both as a function of linear flow rate of buffer over the SLB (in m/s). As can be seen in the graphs, the stripping is 
slightly more efficient per volume (resulting in a higher concentration of stripped lipids) at lower flow rates but more time efficient at higher flow rates. Error bars 
are standard deviations. 
 
To verify that the observed darkening was indeed lipid loss to the eluent as opposed to lipid migration or another analogous 
process, several experiments were performed. First, additional lipids labeled with a different fluorophore were added after a 
stripping run was performed. If the lipids initially on the glass had been completely removed by the solution flow, the bare glass 
surface should induce bilayer reformation with the new vesicles. Thus stripping runs were performed on a 1% Fl-DOPE in 
POPC SLB and then 1% TR-DHPE in POPC vesicles were added to the stripped bilayer. This is illustrated in Figure 4. The 
bilayer initially is an even green (due to the Fl-DOPE). After the stripping, there are dark regions in the bilayer where the initial 
bilayer has been stripped away (Figure 4 B). After TR-DHPE labeled lipids are added, many of these dark areas are observed to 
fluoresce red, demonstrating that the TR-DHPE labeled lipids have formed a bilayer on the glass.  
 
This method of removing and backfilling lipids may be useful for more than just demonstrating that stripping has occurred. The 
commonly employed methods for patterning bilayers when two patches of contiguous bilayer are required to be different is either 
to put one bilayer down, scratch to remove part of the bilayer, and then backfill the scratched region with additional lipids37 or to 
use polymer blockers to prevent a region from being filled with lipids and then remove the blockers and fill the space with a 
second type of lipid.60 Using high speed buffer flow to remove SLB should be more gentle than scratching the surface37 and not 
potentially leave a residue like polymer blockers.60 Thus, it could be a more effective way to create an SLB with two 
compositionally distinct regions. We attempted to determine whether this would be the case by looking at fluorophore-labeled 
lipid diffusion from one region of the bilayer to the other, however our results were inconclusive – it appeared that some regions 
demonstrated diffusion, but not all. 
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Figure 4. Stripping and backfilling lipids. A shows the initial bilayer (before stripping takes place). B shows the bilayer after stripping has taken place but before 
lipids have been backfilled. C shows the bilayer after stripping and backfilling. The lipids present initially were Fl-DOPE labeled (shown green) and the bilayer was 
backfilled with TR-DHPE labeled (shown red). Notice that the TR-DHPE lipids are most concentrated where the Fl-DOPE lipids have been stripped. 
 

Figure 5. The fluorescence of the solution used to strip a bilayer from a solution compared to the fluorescence of a solution passed through the microfluidic 
device but with no fluorescent lipids present. A: the average fluorescence observed over 10 measurements for the stripped solution and the control solution. B: an 
image of the fluorescence observed with a fluorescence microscope of the stripped solution (left) a PDMS divider (center) and the control solution (right). C: 
observed fluorescence divided into time steps. The initial peak is due to unbound vesicles being rinsed away. 
 
To verify that the lipids that were being removed were not simply migrating to other places in the device, the eluent used to strip a 
run was collected (not including the initial rinse, which was discarded) and compared to solution run through the device with no 
bilayer at identical flow rates and times. For each solution, around 0.02 g of SDS was added to the solution as it was being 
collected to ensure any lipids remained in solution. While no fluorescence was observed in either solution initially (which was 
expected, as the fluorescent lipids were highly diluted), upon concentration by evaporation (from ~300 mL to 3 mL) the stripped 
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solution exhibited significantly greater fluorescence than the control solution (which was indistinguishable from noise, the 
difference was >99.9% confidence level as determined by a t-test). These results are shown in Figure 5.  
 
Finally, we feared that these results might be due to incomplete rinsing. To demonstrate that this was not the case, we collected 
the solution passed through the microfluidic device into aliquots of around 1.5 mL for rinsing and 30 mL for stripping. As before, 
around 0.02 g of SDS was added to each aliquot and then the aliquots were evaporated down to 1 mL and the fluorescence of 
each aliquot tested. The results are shown in Figure 5 C. As was expected, the fluorescence signal for the first two rinsing steps 
when lipids were used was much larger than any other signal (the first step fluorescence is so large that it is not shown, >2000 
units), as in this step excess lipids (lipids that did not stick to the glass slide) were being rinsed away. By the third and fourth 
rinsing aliquots, the fluorescence signal was essentially indistinguishable from the control (which was noise-limited). When the 
flow rate was increased to induce stripping, the fluorescence was observed to increase with additional peaks in the fluorescence 
that at least roughly correlated to observed stripping events. It should be noted that this stripping occurred at different times in 
each run and Figure 5 C shows the averaged results of three runs, thus none of the peaks shown are statistically different (as 
determined by a t-test, the greatest confidence level is at 70%) than the control as a given peak typically only occurred in one of 
the three runs. However, on an individual run the difference between a peak and the control was significant (>99% confidence 
level via t-test). 
 
DISCUSSION 
Others have previously obtained results suggesting that high velocity flow above a bilayer can cause changes to a bilayer,41,42 and 
that lipid material can be removed from a bilayer during the formation of the bilayer,59 but to our knowledge this is the first report 
of high velocity flow moving SLB material into the aqueous solution without the aid of detergents. While our experiments were 
performed exclusively with lipids, this raises the possibility that such experiments could also be performed with membrane 
proteins contained in an SLB. This would be particularly valuable as a step following an SLB-based protein separation step, such 
as EOF,40 particularly if the removed SLB material forms vesicles as it is stripped from the surface. In lipid-only experiments, we 
attempted to determine the size of material coming off the supported lipid bilayer to determine if vesicle-like material or micelle-
like material was being generated, but the material generated was too dilute to be detected in our particle sizer. 
 
In all experiments performed, it appeared that the stripping of materials from the support was not perfect – while significant 
sections of the stripped area have their lipids removed, small pockets of the original bilayer remain even in the stripped regions. In 
a set of stripping followed by backfilling experiments not shown, texas red-labeled lipid was stripped and the sections were 
backfilled with fluorescein (the reverse of the experiment shown in Figure 4). In this case, the stripping caused dark patches to 
appear, but when backfilling was attempted the increase in fluorescein fluorescence in the dark patch was relatively small. This is 
attributed to the FRET quenching of the fluorescein by remaining texas red-labeled lipid. This interpretation is also implied by the 
fact that only very rarely do the stripped regions get as dark as the lipid-free regions (e.g. in Figure 2, compare the stripped regions 
to the regions with no bilayer due to PDMS protection). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated material can be removed from a supported lipid bilayer by high-speed buffer flow over the bilayer. This 
was accomplished inside of a microfluidic device by flowing solution over the SLB at flow rates of from 1 to around 4 m/s linear 
flow rate. Stripping of material from the supported lipid bilayer was observed to take place at flow rates greater than 1 m/s and 
with all aqueous solutions tested. Stripping was demonstrated both by observing lipid loss from the bilayer using fluorescence 
microscopy and by monitoring fluorescence in the solution used to strip the material from the bilayer. Our results suggest that, if 
previously developed bilayer-based techniques were used to purify proteins in an SLB,38-45 the method we report in this paper 
could then be used to generate solution-phase purified proteins and lipids. This could be valuable for further biochemical work, 
and we are developing a device to attempt this. Alternatively, stripping SLBs using high speed buffer flow could be used to 
generate SLBs with compositionally distinct regions. 
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PRESS SUMMARY 
Cell membranes, the “bags” that hold our cells together, are composed of lipids and membrane proteins. Membranes are essential 
parts of cells, with many different processes occurring at or across them. Membranes are also difficult to study biochemically, as 
they have both water and oil soluble parts. Because of this, several methods to study membranes are being developed around the 
world. Many of them use supported lipid bilayers, flat sheets of membrane material sitting on a solid support such as glass. The 
authors have developed a method to study lipids in a supported lipid bilayer from the glass and put the material into solution. 
This is accomplished by flowing solution over the lipid sheet at high speeds. This could help with efforts to learn more about 
membranes, particularly membrane proteins, as it may allow supported lipid bilayers to be converted into more cell-like structures. 


